Original Classics Mercedes-Benz Unimog U1200

AIMED AT

AGRICULTURE
With the end of MB-trac production looming in 1991, Mercedes-Benz needed to find a way of making its
multi-purpose Unimog more appealing to the agricultural sector. What it came up with was Terramatic,
an optional electronic linkage control system that made the Unimog more like a conventional tractor.
Chris Lockwood caught up with one of the Unimog U1200 models that Mercedes-Benz once used to
demonstrate the Terramatic system to UK farmers.
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Specification
MODEL: Mercedes-Benz Unimog U1200 (427-series)
ENGINE: Mercedes-Benz OM 366A six-cylinder
turbocharged 5.96-litre
POWER: 125hp at 2600rpm
TRANSMISSION: Synchromesh, 8F/8R, plus
high/low and creeper options
TOP SPEED: 40mph (65kph)
PRODUCTION: 1988-1994
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HE MERCEDES-BENZ UNIMOG merged
the roles of truck and tractor more than any
other unconventional tractor on the market.
The original concept was developed in Germany just
after the end of World War II by Daimler-Benz aero
engine designer Albert Friedrich. Although now
generally regarded as a specialist off-road capable
truck, the Unimog was originally conceived as a multipurpose vehicle for agriculture – a machine that
farmers could use for land work and for road
transport. With its equal wheels, four-wheel drive, diff
locks, PTOs, load platform and a fast top speed it was
an extremely advanced and high-spec concept that
aimed to be everything required on the farm.
The Unimog name chosen for the vehicle was an
abbreviation of ‘Universal-Motor-Gerät’, essentially
standing for ‘universal motor vehicle’ in German.
Development work on them began in 1945 and
following a test programme involving a number of
prototypes, the 25hp Unimog was presented to the
public at the DLG show in Frankfurt in 1948.
Production began that year and was initially
undertaken by the machine tool company of
Gebrüder Boehringer of Göppingen.
By the summer of 1950 Boehringer had produced
around 600 Unimogs, but this production volume was
insufficient to meet the demand. The large investment
required to increase production
was beyond the resources of
Boehringer, so in the autumn of
1950 Daimler-Benz took over
the entire project, including the
patents, the development
team and the new marketing
organisation.

The Unimog was relocated to Daimler-Benz’s truck
plant at Gaggenau in south western Germany, where
it remains to this day.
Despite being developed as an agricultural
vehicle, it quickly became clear that the Unimog
was ideally suited to a large number of off-road
applications, other than the farming one for which it
was conceived. Users included the armed forces,
utility providers, the forestry industry, municipal
contractors and many more organisations whose
work required the use of an off-road vehicle that
combined the attributes of a truck and a tractor.
Nonetheless, the Unimog enjoyed at least some
success on German farms, particularly for transport
work and lighter tasks such as mowing and spraying.
Inset left: Tim Matthews’ Mercedes-Benz
Unimog U1200, registration J499 XHL,
appeared on the front cover of a
1991 sales brochure promoting the
agricultural-spec Unimog range.
Below: This Mercedes-Benz Unimog U1200,
registration number J499 XHL, was once
part of the UK demonstration fleet
used by the manufacturer to
promote the Terramatic electronic
hydraulic control system.

Partly due to the Unimog’s diversification away
from its original intended farming role, Mercedes-Benz
developed the MB-trac using some Unimog design
features and components. The MB-trac was announced
in 1973 as a more agriculture-focussed product.
It soon expanded from one model into a successful
tractor range, although its success didn’t completely
kill-off Unimog sales, with shorter wheelbase
agricultural versions still offered and referred to as
tractors.
The popularity of the Mercedes-Benz Unimog on
British farms was boosted during the late 1970s and
early 80s by the advent of high-capacity demountable
sprayers designed specifically for the rear load
platform from the likes of Evrard, L&K, Berthoud,
Camtrac and Hoegen Dijkhof. By then, even MercedesBenz (UK) Ltd was aiming the Unimog squarely at the
self-propelled sprayer/spreader market. The availability
of wide flotation tyres for low-ground pressure work,
the generous ground clearance afforded by the portal
axles and a road speed of up to 50mph, together with
the comfort of sprung suspension, made it an
extremely attractive package as a self-propelled
sprayer, particularly for contractors and larger farms.
The Unimog could also tow a bowser on the road
between jobs for additional capacity, and the sprayer
could be dropped-off at harvest time, leaving the
vehicle free to haul grain trailers. A small handful of
farmers even made use of the Unimog for other work,
including combination drilling.

In 1975, Mercedes-Benz introduced the 425 series
Unimog range which, although initially just one model,
soon became two with power outputs of 125hp and
150hp. This was the start of the new ‘heavy’ series of
Unimogs which really pushed the boundaries, the
power output of the range having previously peaked at
110hp. The new series also introduced a much more
modern, spacious and angular design of cab, which
would be retained for many years.
The following year – 1976 – the new range was
joined by the slightly smaller 424 series, which was
heavily based on the larger design but with engine
power outputs down to 100hp to overlap with the
round-cabbed lighter series still in production.
Mercedes-Benz replaced both the 424 and 425
series with the new 427 series in 1988. Outwardly the
427 models closely resembled their predecessors, with
the main change taking place under the bonnet,
where new OM 366 series engines were now fitted
in place of the OM 352 versions. Although extremely
similar, the modernised engines had a slightly larger
swept capacity of 5.96 litres instead of 5.68 litres.
This engine update had also been implemented in the
MB-trac tractor range.
The 427 series was still current in mid-1991 when
Mercedes-Benz announced the Terramatic electronic
linkage control system. At the time the agricultural
Unimog range consisted of the U1000 (102hp), U1200
(125hp), U1400 (136hp), the recently introduced
U1600 (156hp) and the flagship U1700 (170hp).

Above left: As part of its demonstration
duties, J499 XHL, the tractor now owned
by Tim Matthews, took part in the 1991
Power in Action event at Otley in Suffolk
were it worked with a four-furrow
Rabe-Werk plough.
Above: J499 XHL was working with a
six-rotor Kverneland Taarup tedder at the
time of our visit, but it spends most of its
time on haulage duties.
Below: New in August 1991, this
Unimog U1200 has got just over 41,000km
on the clock, which approximately equates
to a staggeringly-low 1200 hours.

Demo fleet tractors
MERCEDES-BENZ UK’S demonstration fleet in the
early 1990s contained a number of distinctive white
Unimog Terramatic models. As well as J499 XHL, the
Unimog U1200 Terramatic now owned by Tim Matthews,
there was also a pair of U1600s (J498 XHL and J141 HFW),
a U1700 (H183 RWF), and the tractor pictured here,
registration H821 UKW, which is thought to be a
U1600 model. Some of these may have been dealer
demonstration units, and there may have been more.
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